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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

A  simple  model  of  electrochemical  growth  of nanowires  in the pores  of  anodic  aluminum  oxide  (AAO)
template  is  developed.  The  metal  deposition  is considered  at various  overpotentials.  The  model  takes  into
consideration  the ionic  transfer  both  in  the varying  diffusion  layer  in  the  pores  and  in  the  diffusion  layer
above  the template,  which  is determined  by the  external  hydrodynamic  conditions.  The  model  takes
eywords:
etal electrodeposition

nodic aluminum oxide
anowires

into  account  the  kinetics  of  electrochemical  reaction  by  means  of the Tafel  equation  and  the  diffusion
transfer  of metal  cations  both  in the  pores  and  in the  outer  diffusion  layer.  The  analytical  solution  of  the
problem  with  several  simplifications  yields  the  equations  for calculating  the  time dependence  of current,
the pore  filling  time,  and  other  parameters  of  the  process.  An  example  of the  application  of  the  model  for
the analysis  of  nanowire  growth  in  the  template  pores  is  compared  with  the  experimental  data  showing
emplate synthesis good  agreement.

. Introduction

In recent years, a large number of experimental studies have
een devoted to the template synthesis of metal (Fe, Ni, Co, various
lloys and chemical compounds) ordered nanowire arrays [1–39].
ost frequently, a porous oxide film, which was  produced by alu-
inum anodizing and then separated from the nonporous (barrier)

xide layer and aluminum substrate, is used as the template. A
etal (copper, gold) layer is spayed in vacuum onto one side of

orous film. The layer serves as the current lead in the metal deposi-
ion into the oxide film pores. The porous layer is commonly 50 �m
hick, the pores are 40–50 nm in diameter (high aspect ratio pores),
nd the porosity is ε = �kr2 ≈ 0.13 (k is the number of pores per unit
urface area of specimen and r is the pore radius). The pores are
paced approximately 100 nm apart [7,34].

In some works, nuclear track polycarbonate (polyethylene
erephthalate, mica) membranes were used as the templates
5,28,30,36,40]. In these cases, the membranes were 5–20 �m thick
nd the pores were 10–500 nm in diameter. A pore density was
–6 × 108 cm−2 [4,30] and 1.05 × 1010 cm−2 [34]). Porous silicon
as also used as the template with the pores 10–60 nm in diameter
nd 10–30 �m in length [9].
A porous film with a metal layer (current lead) is placed into

n electrochemical cell and serves as the cathode. Commonly, a
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three-electrode cell is used. The pores are filled with a metal in the
corresponding electrolyte (for example, in the Watts bath for nickel
deposition), frequently, under the potentiostatic conditions.

Great interest in these systems is associated with their poten-
tial application in the fields of high-density magnetic memories,
optoelectronic devices, nanoscale electronics, electromechanical
devices, catalytically active electrodes for the analysis of solution
composition, etc.

Based on Refs. [28,30,34,36],  we can recognize at least three
main stages of pore filling with metal (Fig. 1).

(1) A stage of non-steady-state diffusion. When a potential is
applied, the current increases abruptly and, then, decreases
with time in accordance with the diffusion layer thickness
increasing from zero to the porous layer thickness. Here, the
Cottrell equation is valid.

(2) A stage of pore filling with metal. Thereby, the current slightly
increased, remained invariant, or even slightly decreased with
time in different works. The duration of this stage (tfill) is much
longer than that of the first stage.

(3) The pores are filled up, the metal wires emerge from the pores.
The effective cathode surface area increases, the current steeply
increases. When the entire surface is coated with the metal film,
the current reaches a certain constant value.
It should be noted that the current and pore filling time tfill
depend on the potential [7,28,36]: the higher the potential (the
overpotential of cathodic reaction), the higher the current and
shorter the time tfill.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2013.02.079
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00134686
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/electacta
mailto:davydov@elchem.ac.ru
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Fig. 1. A scheme of template metal electrodeposition into AAO. (a) The template prior to the metal deposition; (b) the template with partially filled pores; (c) the template
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ith  completely filled pores; and (d) the template coated with continuous layer o
orresponding to a single pore, (5) axisymmetric approximation of the template su
anowire that completely fills a pore, and (8) continuous layer of metal deposit on 

The majority of published works on this problem are the exper-
mental studies. They show that nanowires can be produced by the
athodic deposition of various metals and some substances into the
ores, predominantly, in AAO.

Only a few theoretical studies on this problem are available. For
xample, the authors of [4] developed and simulated a 2D model
or the electrodeposition of metal inside the porous AAO template,
hich deals with one only potentiostatic pulse applied to one pore.

The transfer processes in the electrodeposition of cobalt into
he pores (250 nm in diameter and 20 �m in length) of nuclear
rack polycarbonate membranes at the limiting current were the-
retically analyzed in [17]. Two periods were considered: a short
eriod of non-steady-state diffusion, when the Cottrell equation

s valid, and a longer period, when gradually increasing radii of
pherically shaped diffusion zones from each recessed nanoelec-
rode result in the overlapping of diffusion zones, and, finally, a
onstant steady-state limiting current was reached.

The aim of the work is to develop an approximate method for
imulating mass transfer and nanowire growth in the template
ores with regard for the kinetics of electrode reaction and diffusion

imitations both in the pores and diffusion layer of electrolyte above
he template surface. The problem will be solved analytically and
he equations for calculating the time dependence of metal depo-
ition current, the pore filling time, and other parameters of the
rocess will be obtained.

. Statement of problem
In the work, it is assumed that the pores in the template are
rranged regularly (Fig. 1a), and a region of electrolyte solution
etween the template surface and anode with a regular hexagonal
l deposit. (1) Conducting layer, (2) template, (3) a pore, (4) template surface area
 area corresponding to a single pore, (6) a nanowire that partly fills the pore, (7) a
mplate surface.

cross-section (4 in Fig. 1a) corresponding to each pore can be
approximated by the region with round cross-section (5 in Fig. 1a).
The shape of cross-section has an effect on the mass transfer
only in the transient zone II (Fig. 2b); its length does not exceed
several distances between the pores. The diffusion transfer in
zone II is estimated by the finite element method for the system’s
parameters (porosity, pore radius, pore length, the distance from
the template to the anode) of practical importance. It is shown that
an error due to axisymmetric approximation does not exceed 1%.
The use of axisymmetric approximation enables one to reduce a 3D
problem to 2D one and, consequently, simplify the numerical solu-
tion with an insignificant loss of accuracy. Therefore, hereafter, the
axisymmetric approximation is used. The radius of the region with
round cross-section was determined by the following equation:

R = rp
√

ε (1)

Fig. 2 gives a scheme of calculating the mass transfer in the
axisymmetric region. Here, d is the porous film (template) thick-
ness (the initial pore length); d* is the current thickness of deposit
layer in the pore; L = d − d*(t) is the current thickness of layer free of
metal in the pore; rp is the pore radius; R is the radius of axisymmet-
ric region corresponding to a single pore; ı is the thickness of outer
diffusion layer determined by the external hydrodynamic condi-
tions; c0, cp, and cs are the concentrations of metal cations in the
bulk solution, at the pore bottom, and an average concentration in
the pore mouth, respectively; I is a zone in the pore with 1D distri-

bution of concentration; II is a transient zone with 2D distribution
of concentration; III is a zone in the solution with 1D distribution
of concentration; I′ and III′ are approximations of zones I and III,
respectively.
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ig. 2. A scheme for calculating the mass transfer in the metal deposition in a por
ith  metal, (5) a space between the template and auxiliary electrode filled with the

In the general case, at the distances more than rp from the outer
emplate surface, the distribution of concentration is almost inde-
endent of the radial coordinate [41], i.e. it is 1D (zones I and III). At
maller distances, the distribution of concentration depends both
n the vertical coordinate and radius, i.e. it is 2D (zone II). However,
hese distances are by several orders of magnitude smaller than the
ore length. Therefore, in the model, the distribution of concentra-
ion over the radius is ignored throughout the pore length (from
he bottom to the mouth).

The model takes into account the time-varying diffusion layer
, which is equal to the unfilled part of a pore, and the outer diffu-
ion layer with a constant thickness ı determined by the external
ydrodynamic conditions (the solution was stirred).

Within this approximation, the calculation of mass transfer is
educed to the solution of 1D problem in the pore with mov-
ng lower boundary (I′) and axisymmetric problem in the region
etween the outer template surface and outer boundary of diffu-
ion layer (region III′). The concentration in the pore mouth (at the
oundary between I′ and III′ regions) is not known beforehand and
an be determined from the condition of equal diffusion fluxes of
lectroactive ions in zones I′ and III′ in the pore mouth. In the model,
he transfer of only electroactive ions, i.e. metal cations, is taken
nto account.

In this work, we consider only the second stage of pore filling
ith metal in the solution containing metal cations with concen-

ration c0. This choice is based on the fact that the first stage
non-steady-state diffusion) is much shorter than the second one,
he pore filling with metal proceeds almost completely at the
econd stage. (Simple estimation of the time of diffusion front prop-
gation from the pore bottom to its mouth d2/D, where D is the

iffusion coefficient of metal cations in the pore, and the exper-

mental results, for example [34], show that the first stage is by
pproximately two orders of magnitude shorter than the second
tage.) The third stage (the wires emerge from the template surface)
 conducting layer (current lead), (2) template, (3) a pore, (4) a pore portion filled
rolyte, and (6) an auxiliary electrode (anode).

lies beyond the scope of practical problem: the template synthesis
of metal ordered nanowire arrays.

Assume that, at the first stage, the metal deposition proceeds
under the mixed (non-steady-state diffusion and charge-transfer)
control. By the end of the first stage, the quasi-steady-state concen-
tration of cations at the pore bottom is reached. This concentration
of cations and current depend on the prescribed overpotential, the
initial concentration of electroactive ions, their diffusion coeffi-
cient, and pore length.

Further variations in the quasi-steady-state concentration of
cations and current are determined by the conditions of steady-
state diffusion and the kinetic Tafel equation.

The used condition (d − d*(t)) � rp is valid for the metal deposi-
tion in the AAO templates, except for the last short period of pore
filling.

3. Solution of problem

Under the above assumptions, the problem can be reduced to
two conjugated quasi-steady-state problems: axisymmetric prob-
lem with partially insulated surface and 1D problem in a pore with
varying length.

The solutions of the problems are given below.

3.1. Axisymmetric problem with partially insulated surface. A flux
of electroactive ions in zone III′

A flux of electroactive ions in zone III′ was  determined as a result
of numerical solution of diffusion equation in the axisymmetric

region with height ı and outer radius R (Fig. 2):

∂2c

∂r2
+ 1

r

∂c

∂r
+ ∂2c

∂z2
= 0, (2)
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The initial condition for differential Eq. (16) is determined by
ig. 3. The plots of geometric factor � vs. the ratio of outer diffusion layer thickness
o  the pore radius at various template porosities ε.

ith the following boundary conditions:

c|z=d+ı = c0, (3)

c|z=d,r<Rp = 0, (4)

∂c

∂n

∣∣∣∣ = 0. (5)

A difference between the concentrations at the upper boundary
f diffusion layer ı and the concentration in the pore mouth was
aken to be c0 (Eqs. (3) and (4)), other regions of the boundary were
onsidered as nonconductive (5).

To elucidate the question whether a partial insulation of tem-
late surface has an effect on the mass-transfer rate in zone III′, a
arameter � was introduced. It is a ratio between the electroactive

on flux to the electrode with partially insulated surface and that to
he uninsulated electrode:

 =
2ı

∫ rP

0
r(∂c/∂z)dr

c0R2
=

2ı
∫ rP

0
r(∂c/∂z)dr

c0rp
2ε

(6)

The results of numerical solution of the problem (Fig. 3) showed
hat, if the diffusion layer thickness ı is much larger than the pore
adius and the distance between the pores, � is approximately unity
nd partial insulation of surface has no noticeable effect on the
ass-transfer rate.
Using parameter �, an average current density j̄ in zone III′ can

e determined by the following equation:

 = ��nFD(c0 − cs)
ı

(7)

here D is the diffusion coefficient of electroactive cations in a tem-
late pore; n is the charge of cation; F is the Faraday’s constant; �

s a ratio of diffusion coefficient of cations in the “free electrolyte”
o that in a pore.

The coefficient � was introduced, because the authors of sev-
ral experimental studies [7,34,38,39] concluded that the diffusion
f cations in the pores of anodic oxide film is suppressed as
ompared to bulk diffusion; for example, according to [34], the

iffusion coefficient of nickel cations in a pore is approximately
.0 × 10−7 cm2/s against 6 × 10−6 cm2/s in the bulk solution. If the
iffusion coefficients in zones I′ and III′ are equal, � = 1.
himica Acta 96 (2013) 1– 7

3.2. 1D problem in a pore with varying length

In 1D approximation, for the diffusion current density in a single
pore jp, we  can write (see Fig. 2):

jp = nDF(cs − cp)
L

. (8)

Due to the conservation law, the current density j̄ averaged over
the surface of specimen with a system of pores can be expressed in
terms of current density in a single pore and porosity ε:

j̄ = jpε. (9)

The current jp can be related to the charge-transfer overpotential
� by using the Tafel equation:

jp = j0
cp

c0
exp

(
−˛F�

RT

)
, (10)

where j0 is the exchange current density,  ̨ is the transfer coeffi-
cient, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature.

From (10), the concentration at the pore bottom can be
expressed as a function of current:

cp = c0jp
j0

exp
(

˛F�

RT

)
. (11)

The current is related to the deposited metal thickness by the
Faraday’s equation:

d∗(t) = M

nF�M

∫ t

0

jpdt, (12)

where M is the molar weight of metal and �M is the metal density.
It is assumed that the current efficiency for the metal deposition is
100% and all pores are filled concurrently. (In some experimental
works, for example [7,22,28,36], it was  shown that this condition
is fulfilled under certain conditions.)

Then, for the current density in a single pore:

jp = −nF�M

M

∂L

∂t
(13)

In view of Eqs. (8), (11) and (13), and also Eqs. (7), (9) and (13)
the system of Eqs. (14) and (15) describing pore filling is as follows:

∂L

∂t
= −MD(cs + (nF�Mc0/j0M)(∂L/∂t) exp(˛F�/RT))

�ML
(14)

∂L

∂t
= −��MD(c0 − cs)

ε�Mı
(15)

Multiplying (14) by L and (15) by εı/�� and combining thus
obtained equations, we eliminate the concentration of electroac-
tive ions in the pore mouth cs from Eqs. (14) and (15). Denote
ı* = (nFc0D/j0)exp(˛F�/RT); ı* can be formally imagined as an addi-
tional pore length (additional diffusion layer thickness). Then, we
obtain a differential equation describing pore filling with the metal:

∂L

∂t
= − MDc0

�M(L + (εı/��) + ı∗)
. (16)

The parameter ı* is associated with the Tafel kinetics of metal
deposition. When the current tends to the limiting one, this ficti-
tious additional layer thickness tends to zero.
the porous film thickness d:

L
∣∣
t=0

= d. (17)
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Fig. 4. (1)–(3) Time dependences of current, which were calculated by Eq. (16) at (1)

three overpotentials. It is seen that the pore filling time decreases
with increasing overpotential. At relatively low overpotential, the
dependence is almost linear.
D.A. Bograchev et al. / E

Eq. (16) is easily integrated; finally, in view of initial condition
17), the time dependence of L is as follows:

 = −
(

εı

��
+ ı∗

)
+

√(
εı

��
+ ı∗ + d

)2

− 2
MDc0

�M
t. (18)

Substituting (18) into (13), we obtain the time dependence of
urrent density in a single pore provided that the deposit thickness
oes not exceed d:

p = −nF�M

M

∂L

∂t
= nFDc0√

(ı∗ + d + (εı/��))2 − 2(MDc0/�M)t
(19)

r, finally, for an average current density:

= εnFDc0√
((nFc0D/j0) exp(˛F�/RT) + d + (εı/��))2 − 2(MDc0/�M)t

(20)

It is seen that within the framework of the model, the current
an increase with time, if the denominator decreases.

The pore filling time tfill can be determined from the condition
 = 0 and (18):

fill = �Md((εı/��) + (nFc0D/j0) exp(˛F�/RT)) + d/2)
MDc0

(21)

The time dependence of concentration at the pore bottom can
e determined from (19) and (11):

p = nFDc0
2 exp(˛F�/RT)

j0
√

((nFc0D/j0) exp(˛F�/RT)+d + (εı/��))2−2(MDc0/�M)t
.

(22)

From (22), two limiting cases can be derived. At high overpo-
entials, the concentration at the pore bottom will be nearly zero
lim
→∞

cp → 0 (the limiting current) throughout the period of metal

eposition. At relatively low overpotentials and not very thick outer
iffusion layer, concentration cp becomes approximately equal to
he bulk concentration lim

E→0
cp → c0.

. Results and discussion

The analytical solution (18)–(22) describes the pore filling with
etal in AAO. It enables one to estimate the time variation of cur-

ent density and the pore filling time. The solution can be used for
redicting and analysis of experimental data.

The geometric factor � (Fig. 3) is required for self-consistency of
on flux through the diffusion layer that is common to all pores. For
ypical sizes of the systems under consideration, � can be taken to
e unity.

The outer diffusion layer thickness, which is defined by the
ydrodynamic conditions near the template surface, is multiplied
y the porosity in all equations. When the porosity tends to zero,
he mutual effect of pores vanishes. In the case of a single pore with

 nanometer radius and micrometer length ε 	 1, and, therefore,
nFc0D/j0)exp(˛F�/RT) + d � (εı/��), so that the term, which takes
nto account the resistance to mass transfer in the outer diffusion
ayer, may  be neglected.

Fig. 4 gives the experimental time dependence of current,
hich was obtained in [34] for the nickel deposition in an
AO template (curve 4), and three time dependences calculated

y Eq. (20) for various overpotentials at the following param-
ters: j0 = 2 × 10−9 A/cm2; D = 7.8 × 10−7 cm2/s; d = 5 × 10−3 cm;

 = 1.4 × 10−2 cm;  M = 60 g/mol; � = 8.9 g/cm3; ε = 0.055; (it was
ecreased as compared to [34] due to a low filling factor in [34]);
� = −0.8 V, (2) � = −0.85 V, and (3) � = −0.91 V, and (4) the experimental time depend-
ence, which was  obtained in [34] for the nickel deposition in an anodic aluminum
oxide template. Dashed line corresponds to the end of the first stage.

c0 = 0.6 × 10−3 mol/cm3; � = 1; � = 7.72;  ̨ = 0.5; � = −0.8 V (curve 1),
� = −0.85 V (curve 2), and � = −0.91 V (curve 3). Here, j0 and  ̨ were
taken from [42] for nickel deposition from 1 M NiSO4 solution.

It is seen that the application of this simple model enables one
to calculate the results that agree with the experimental data both
in the shape of current vs. time curve and in the pore filling time. It
should be noted that, in the model, only a period of deposit growth
inside the pores is considered; an abrupt increase of the current in
the calculated curve 3 is not associated with the growth of caps at
the end of wires. An increase of the current in the calculated curves
corresponds to a decrease of the inner diffusion layer thickness at
the final stage of deposit growth in the pores. At high overpotentials
of electrochemical reaction and intense stirring of solution, the cur-
rent can increase significantly even before the wires emerge from
the template surface.

Fig. 5 shows the time dependences of degree of pore filling at
Fig. 5. Time dependences of degree of pore filling at various overpotentials: (1)
�  = −0.8 V, (2) � = −0.85 V, and (3) � = −0.91 V.
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ig. 6. Time dependences of electroactive ions concentration on the growing deposit
urface at various overpotentials: (1) � = −0.8 V, (2) � = −0.85 V, and (3) � = −0.91 V.

Fig. 6 gives the time dependences of electroactive ion concentra-
ion on the growing deposit surface calculated by Eq. (20) at various
verpotentials. It is seen that the initial dimensionless concentra-
ion of these ions cp/c0 increases with decreasing overpotential;
he lower overpotential, the smaller is the deviation of concen-
ration on the deposit surface from the bulk concentration. The
igher overpotential, the higher is the rate of cation concentration
ariation on the growing deposit surface.

In Fig. 6, the initial concentrations are nonzero. This means that
t the beginning of quasi-steady-state period of deposit growth in
he pores, the diffusion limiting current was not reached.

Under different conditions, the limiting current can be reached
ven at the beginning of considered period of pore filling (this was
ssumed in several cited works). However, in the course of pore
lling, the current can become lower than the limiting one due to

 decrease of diffusion layer thickness.
Fig. 7 gives the plots of pore filling time vs. the overpotential at

arious concentrations c0, which are calculated by Eq. (21). First,
he filling time decreases and, then, becomes independent of over-

otential corresponding to the diffusion limiting current.

At relatively low overpotentials, tfill is virtually independent of
he bulk solution concentration c0 and is determined only by the

ig. 7. The plots of pore filling time vs. the overpotential at various concentrations
f  electroactive ion c0: (1) 0.1 M,  (2) 0.2 M,  (3) 0.5 M,  and (4) 1 M.

[

[

himica Acta 96 (2013) 1– 7

overpotential. At high overpotentials, tfill is determined by the elec-
trolyte concentration c0.

5. Conclusions

The model of electrochemical growth of ordered arrays of high
aspect ratio nanowires in the nonconducting template is devel-
oped. The initial non-steady-state period of the process is ignored,
because its duration is by two orders of magnitude shorter than the
pore filling time. It is taken into account that the metal deposition
depends both on the conditions of metal cations diffusion and on
the overpotential by the Tafel equation. The presence of outer dif-
fusion layer above the template surface and a possible difference
between the diffusion coefficients of electroactive ions in the inner
diffusion layer (in the pore) and in the outer diffusion layer were
taken into account. An approximation of uniform outer diffusion
layer was used.

Within the model, the exact solution was obtained for the poten-
tiostatic mode of metal deposition in the pores. With regard for the
template porosity, the following characteristics of the process were
obtained: the time dependences of current and concentration of
electroactive ions at the growing deposit surface; the dependence
of pore filling time on the overpotential of electrochemical reaction,
etc.

An example of qualitative agreement between the calculated
and experimental data is given. It is shown that an abrupt increase
of the current in the curve of the current vs. the deposition time
do not necessarily indicate that the metal wires emerge from the
template surface.

However, the agreement between the calculated and experi-
mental results in the above example does not mean that the model
is sufficient for exact analysis of various experimental results.
Therefore, the model for the growth of electrodeposits in the pores
with a high aspect ratio should be further improved.
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